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ABSTRACT 
 
If the coefficients of polynomials are selected by 
some random process, the zeros of the resulting polynomials 
are in some sense random. In this paper the author 
rephrases the above in more precise language, and 
calculates the joint conditional densities of a random 
vector whose values determine almost surely the zeros of a 
“random” reduced cubic.
  1 
INTRODUCTION 
General Problem: We consider the random function 
:   given by           z z z,   3 1 2 , where  , , P  is a 
probability space, and 1 2, :    are real random variables 
on  with continuous joint density :f   . We can view 
  as a function which associates with each point   a 
reduced cubic with real coefficients. A well-known result 
in the theory of equations gives the following information 
about the roots of    z z3 1 2     : 
if 





0  , then there are exactly one real root and 
two conjugate imaginary roots; if 





0  , then there 
are three real roots, two or more of which are equal. If 





0  , then there are three distinct real roots. 
These three conditions define a disjoint partition of  
into three events, D , S , and K  respectively. Since S  is 
a zero-probability event, we will neglect it and be 
concerned with only with the events D  and K , both of 
which we assume have nonzero probability. We will then 
calculate the densities  ,h x y D  and  ,h x y K , corresponding 
to the joint conditional densities of R*  relative to the 
  2 
hypotheses D  and K , respectively, where * :R    is a 
random vector on  whose values for each   determine 
almost surely the zeros of the polynomial    z z3 1 2     . 
Relation to Existing Literature: This thesis is an 
extension of a paper by John W. Hamblen [5] which describes 
the solution of a similar problem in which the random 
function :   is given by           z z z,   2 1 2 . 
Definition of the Random Vector R*  
We define 
* :R    
    R R R* * *: ,   1 2  
to be the function given by 
 
    
   
  
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In short, if we choose   and   is such that 
   z z3 1 2 0       has one real and two complex conjugate 
zeros, then we define the first and second coordinates of 
 R*   to be the real part and the absolute value of the 
imaginary parts of the complex conjugate zeros. If for our 
  3 
choice of   the polynomial    z z3 1 2 0       has three 
distinct real zeros, then we define the first and second 
coordinates of  R*   to be the largest and the next largest 
of these zeros. These two requirements define the value of  
 R*   for all   such that 





0  , so R*  is 
defined almost surely on . 
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CALCULATION OF CONDITIONAL DENSITY  ,h x y D  
The calculation of the conditional density  ,h x y D  can 
be made much simpler by defining random variables A and B  
with respect to the event D .  Then the functional relation 





 is exploited to calculate the joint 




 with respect to D . 
The Joint Density  , ,A Bg x y D . 
If   is such that 





0  , then the general 
solution of the cubic equation yields 
 
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. We may 
calculate the joint density of A and B  under the 
hypothesis 





0  , which was denoted by D . In the 
following we assume  0 1P D . We may write A and B  
explicitly as  
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 
     
A 
     







 and  
     
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     













0  . 
Proposition: If x y , then 
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3
2
32 2y x  
 2  is farther from 
32x  than from 32y . 
Since yx  , then 33 22 yx   so 3 2
33
2
3  3 3   xxyy  only if 
2
33  yx . Thus we continue the above equalities:  
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, which in 
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Now yx  , so 33 22 xy  , hence   333 22,2max yxy  . So above 
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uxx   as desired. 
Claim: 

























dvduuvfxxyyyyxP   
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Proof: As before, we need only show that 
3
2




33 2yyx    implies 3 33 3  3 3 uxxuyy  . Since yx  , 
then 
33 yx  , and thus 33 xy  , implying 333 2yyx  . Next, 
if 
333 2yuyx  , then 02 333  yuxy , hence 
    333333333333 222222 xuxyxyxyyxyuyuyu 
. 
Hence 
33 22 xuyu   





























uyy   
   uxxuyy  3333  
3 33 3 uxxuyy   
3 33 3 33 uxxuyy  , as desired. 
Thus we have proved the following 
Proposition: If x y , then 
     
3 3 33 3
3 3 33 23
3




, , , ,
y x x u x x u
x y yy y u u
P A x B y f v u dvdu f v u dvdu
   
  

      D  
We now use this last proposition to determine  , ,P A x B y  D  
for yx  . Note that     BA   for every  , hence 
  10 
   ; , , ; , ,A x B y A x B x     D D  when yx  . Thus if yx  , then 
   , , , ,P A x B y P A x B x    D D . From the previous proposition, 
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next 
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Proof: The previous proposition shows that if yx  , then 
 , ,P A x B y  D  is independent of y . 
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, as desired. 
Proposition: If yx  , then  
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2
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D D . 
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 Thus the conditional density of A and B with respect 
to D  is given by 
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   
   3 3 3 3
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9












Next, we calculate the joint density of 
*
1R  and 
*
2R  under the 
hypothesis D . 
Proposition: The joint density 
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 
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and the proposition is proved. 
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CALCULATION OF CONDITIONAL DENSITY  ,h x yK  
Definition: 








    
 
. 
Note: We assume in the following that   1 2, 0P K    . 
Proposition: If  0 0,a b K  and 0t   is a root of 
3
0 0 0z a z b  
, then there exists an open  0 0,a b -neighborhood U  and a 
function :R U   such that 
 1)  0 0 0,R a b t ; 
2) R  has continuous first partial derivatives and 
is continuous in the interior of U ; 
3) For each  ,a b U ,  ,R a b  is a root of 3 0z az b   ; 
4) R  is the only function on U  with all of the 
above properties. 
Proof: Let 
3:F   be given by   3, ,F a b t t at b   . Then 
  2, , 3
F












, and  , ,
F




















 are all continuous near the point  0 0 0, ,a b t . By 
assumption, 
3
0 0 0 0 0t a t b   , so  0 0 0, , 0F a b t  . Also,  0 0,a b K  so 
the polynomial 
3
0 0 0z a z b    has no multiple root. Therefore 
  16 
it shares no zeros with its derivative, which is 
2
03z a . 
But 0t  is a zero of 
3
0 0 0z a z b   , so 
2
0 03 0t a  , hence 







. So by the Implicit Function Theorem, there 
exists a positive number h  and a function s  on the open 
set   2 0 0, ; ,B a b a a h b b h       such that  0 0 0,s a b t , s  has 
continuous first partial derivatives and is continuous on 
B ,   , , , 0F a b s a b   when  ,a b B , and such that s  is the only 
such function on B . Take U B  and R s , and the 
proposition is proved. 
Remark: K  is open in 
2
 and thus we may find an open 
neighborhood U  in K  and a function :f U   with 
properties 1) - 4) above if  0 0,a b K  and 0t   satisfies 
3
0 0 0z a z b   . 
Proposition: Let 1 2 3, , :R R R K   be given by the conditions 
     1 2 3, , ,R a b R a b R a b   for  ,a b K  and    
3
, , 0i iR a b a R a b b          
for  ,a b K  and 1,2,3i  . Then 1R , 2R , and 3R  are 
continuously differentiable on K . 
Proof: Fix  0 0,a b K . There exists an open neighborhood 
V K  such that  0 0,a b V  and unique functions 1S , 2S , and 
3S  on V  such that for 1,2,3i  , that    0 0 0 0, ,i iS a b R a b  and iS  
  17 
is continuously differentiable on V , and such that  ,iS a b  
is a root of 
3 0z az b    for  ,a b V , and such that  1 ,S a b , 
 2 ,S a b , and  3 ,S a b  are distinct for every  ,a b V . Since 
they are continuous on V  and      1 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0, , ,S a b S a b S a b  , we 
see that there exists an open  0 0,a b -nbhd W V  such that 
     1 2 3, , ,S a b S a b S a b   for  ,a b W . Thus 1 1R S , 2 2R S , 3 3R S  
on W , so 1R , 2R , and 3R  are continuously differentiable at 
 0 0,a b , hence on K . 
Definition: Let 
2:g K   be given by       1 2, , , ,g u v R u v R u v  
Proposition:     12, ; 0,Rng g x y x x y x     . 
Proof: Choose    ,x y Rng g . Let  ,u v K  be such that 
   , ,g u v x y , i.e.  1 ,R u v x  and  2 ,R u v y . Suppose that 0x  . 
Then  1 , 0R u v  , so      3 2 1, , , 0R u v R u v R u v   , hence 
     3 2 10 , , , 0R u v R u v R u v    , which is absurd. Hence 0x  . 
Next,    2 1, ,y R u v R u v x    so y x . Next, suppose that 12 x y 
. Then          12 1 2 3 22, , , , ,R u v y x x y R u v R u v R u v R u v           , 
which is absurd. Hence 1
2
x y x   . 
 Conversely, suppose that  ,x y  is such that 0x   and 
1
2
x y x   . Note that 
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       3 2 2z x xy y z xy x y z x z y z x y           has zeros x , y , 
x y  . Since 1
2
x y x   , we see that x y x y    . Since the 
roots are distinct, it follows that   2 2 ,x xy y xy x y K     . 
Hence   2 21 ,R x xy y xy x y x      and   2 22 ,R x xy y xy x y y     , 
thus     2 2 , ,g x xy y xy x y x y     , hence    , Rngx y g , and the 
proposition is proved. 
Proposition: 
2:g K   is continuously differentiable on K . 
Proof: Follows immediately from the fact that 1R  and 2R  are 
continuously differentiable on K . 
Proposition: 
2:g K   is 1 – 1 on K . 
Proof: Suppose    0 0 1 1, ,g u v g u v  for some    0 0 1 1, , ,u v u v K . Then 
   1 0 0 1 1 1, ,R u v R u v  and    2 0 0 2 1 1, ,R u v R u v . Next, 
           3 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 1, , , , , ,R u v R u v R u v R u v R u v R u v       . Next, 
           
           
0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 1
, , , , , ,
, , , , , ,
u R u v R u v R u v R u v R u v R u v
R u v R u v R u v R u v R u v R u v u
  
   
 
Also,            0 1 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 1, , , , , ,v R u v R u v R u v R u v R u v R u v v      
Hence    0 0 1 1, ,u v u v , and therefore g  is 1 – 1 on K . 
Proposition: g  is invertible on  g K , and  1 :g g K K   is 
given by     1 2 2, ,g x y x xy y xy x y      . 
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Proof: Suppose    ,x y g K . Then there exists a unique 
 ,u v K  such that  1 ,R u v x  and  2 ,R u v y . Then 
     3 1 2, , ,R u v R u v R u v x y      . Hence 
           
        
1 2 1 3 2 3
2 2
, , , , , ,u R u v R u v R u v R u v R u v R u v
x y x x y y x y x xy y
  
          
 
and 
           1 2 3, , ,v R u v R u v R u v x y x y xy x y        . 
Remark: 
1g   is continuously differentiable on  g K . 
Proposition: The Jacobian of the transformation  1 :g g K K   










x y x yx y
J x y










     
           
2 22 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2
x y x xy x y xy y
x y x x y x y y x y x y x y x y
       
            
 
Proposition:  0 Rng J   
Proof: Fix    ,x y g K . Then 0x   and 12 x y x   . 0x y   
since x y . 2 0x y   because   312 22 2 0x y x x x      . 2 0x y   
because  122 2 0x y x x     . Hence  , 0J x y  , thus  0 Rng J . 
Proposition: If the joint density f  of  1 2,   is continuous 
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on K  and if S  is any closed, bounded subset of  g K  which 
has area, then  
     
      





P R R S
x y x y x y f x xy y xy x y dxdy
    
       
 
Proof: Let f  and S  be as above. Then note that 
           
          
          
     
1 1 2 2 1 2
1 2 1 2
1
1 2 1 2
1
1 2
; , , ,
; , , ,






        
        
        




   




       
 
      
1
1 1 2 2 1 2
1 1
1 2
, , , ,
, , , ,
g S
S
P R R S f u v dudv
f g x y g x y J x y dxdy








where       1 1 11 2, , , ,g x y g x y g x y   . 
Substitution in the above integral yields 
     2 2 , 2 2
S
f x xy y xy x y x y x y x y dxdy       , 
which is the desired result. 
Remark: If f  is continuous and S  is closed and bounded but 
does not meet  g K , then      1 1 2 2 1 2, , , 0P R R S      . This is 
because  
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           
     
       
     










g S g K
g
        
    
    
    
 
  
   
   
 
Theorem: If the joint density f  of  1 2,   is continuous on 
K  and if S  is any measurable subset of 2 , then 
     
         
1 1 2 2 1 2
2 2
, , ,
, 2 2 ,
g K
S
P R R S
x y x y x y x y f x xy y xy x y dxdy
   


       
 
Theorem: If the joint density f  of  1 2,   is continuous on 
K , then the joint conditional density  ,h x y K  for 
    1 1 2 2 1 2, , ,R R     is given by 
 
   
 
      
   
2 22 2 , if ,
,
0 if ,
x y x y x y
f x xy y xy x y x y g K
Ph x y
x y g K
   




except possibly on a set of measure zero. 
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SUMMARY 




     3 2 2 2 2 3
4
, 9 3 ,2 2 0h x y y x y f y x xy x y
P




   
 
   2 2 2 2 12
2 2
, , 0,
x y x y x y
h x y f x xy y x y xy x x y x
P
  
        K
K
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